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PREFACE

1 The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) is an impartial, neutral  
and independent organization whose exclusively humanitarian mission is to protect 
the lives and dignity of victims of armed conflict and other situations of violence 
and to provide them with assistance.

 The ICRC also endeavours to prevent suffering by promoting and strengthening 
humanitarian law and universal humanitarian principles.

 Established in 1863, the ICRC is at the origin of the Geneva Conventions and  
the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement. It directs and coordinates 
the international activities conducted by the Movement in armed conflicts and other 
situations of violence.

Maintaining law and order is the responsibility of civil authorities such as police 
and other law enforcement units, which are specially equipped, organized and 
trained for these missions. The role of State armed forces, meanwhile, is to 
defend the national territory against external threats (international armed 
conflict) and to deal with internal (non-international) armed conflict. Armed 
forces may, however, be called upon to support civil authorities where the 
threat level, the degree of violence or the scale of the challenge exceeds the 
resources of ordinary law enforcement agencies. For the purposes of this 
publication, the term “security operations” is used to denote situations 
where the military is deployed in law enforcement operations (as opposed to 
armed conflict). Security operations, like other law enforcement operations, 
are governed not by the law of armed conflict (the preferred military term 
for international humanitarian law), but by the law enforcement paradigm 
(international human rights law and domestic law).

Every State has an obligation to ensure respect for the law of armed conflict 
by its armed forces. The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) is 
mandated to support States in these efforts. It does so through a range of 
activities, including promoting the integration of appropriate compliance 
measures into military doctrine, and through education, training and 
sanctions. The long-term aim of this work is to ensure that parties engaged in 
armed conflict comply with the law.

The ICRC’s mandate and mission is to help people affected by armed conflict 
and other violence – or, as its mission statement puts it, “other situations 
of violence”.1 This means violence that has not reached the threshold of an 
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armed conflict, including law enforcement operations carried out by regular 
or paramilitary police. The ICRC therefore has extensive experience in the 
integration of the law into military planning processes. It works with law 
enforcement agencies to help them understand international norms on the 
exercise of police powers such as arrest, search, detention, and the use of force 
and firearms.

Military forces are increasingly engaged in security operations and, as such, 
have to operate within the law enforcement paradigm. The ICRC has therefore 
produced this guide for military doctrine writers and military professionals, 
based on its observations, lessons and experience in the specific application of 
the law to military operations, and the associated risks in humanitarian terms. 
Military forces are strongly encouraged to draw on the experience of their law 
enforcement counterparts throughout the process, from preparation (including 
doctrine-writing and training) to the conduct of operations. By publishing this 
guidance, the ICRC hopes to encourage military forces to review – and, where 
possible, develop and improve – their security-operation planning procedures 
and, in doing so, reduce potential humanitarian risks.

This guide is a companion to a previous publication on integrating the 
law of armed conflict into military decision-making processes in combat 
operations, primarily at the operational level. Like its predecessor, it is not 
based on any specific national doctrine. Nor is it intended to serve as a field 
handbook for tactical commanders. It is designed for military commanders 
and staff planners tasked with supporting law enforcement agencies, as well 
as for writers of staff procedures for these operations. Rather than setting out 
specific security procedures, this guide explains why, and how, humanitarian 
concerns should be addressed in the military planning process. It will be of 
interest to anyone working at the military operational level, although the 
observations apply equally at both the strategic and tactical levels. It may also 
be of use to law enforcement officials working with armed forces. Although 
peace operations are not the main focus of this publication, it may prove useful 
in some circumstances.

The effective integration of the law into military planning is the epitome of 
effective, professional command and staff processes. This publication aims to 
encourage the further development of such processes.
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INTRODUCTION

2 This guide does not go into detail on the issues arising in military law enforcement 
operations in conflict zones. For further reading on this subject, see: ICRC,  
Expert	Meeting:	The	Use	of	Force	in	Armed	Conflicts, ICRC, Geneva, November 2013:  
www.icrc.org/eng/assets/files/publications/icrc-002-4171.pdf, all web addresses 
accessed 1 October 2019.

1. Military forces are organized, equipped and trained to fight wars. Yet they 
are frequently called upon to perform a range of other security duties, in-
cluding helping domestic law enforcement agencies maintain public order,  
manning checkpoints as part of framework (non-combat) operations, or 
stabili zing a situation overseas before local forces take over routine security 
functions. Although these duties are performed by the same military com-
mand and staff system, they differ from conventional combat operations. 
Likewise, they are governed by a separate legal framework, require different 
skill sets and pose specific challenges.

2. This publication focuses on the humanitarian challenges of planning and 
directing military support for law enforcement operations, i.e. operations 
carried out by military forces either in support of, or in the absence of, law 
enforcement agencies or other non-military security services. For ease of ref-
erence, these operations are referred to as “military security operations” (or 
“security operations”, for short). All such operations, no matter where they 
take place, share a common feature: they all involve the potential use of force. 
Yet because they are not considered combat operations, they are not governed 
by the law of armed conflict (LOAC).2 Instead, security operations are carried 
out within a separate legal framework that only allows the use of force under 
very specific circumstances. In this guide, this legal framework is referred to 
as the “law enforcement paradigm”.

3. In non-combat operations, the military commander will frequently have 
to work in an unfamiliar chain of command, potentially subordinate to law 
enforcement officers and civil or judicial authorities such as governors,  
prefects, mayors or magistrates. The military commander will need clear 
guidance on these relationships, and will need to consider which authority  
or authorities exercise primacy. Despite these changes, the commander and 
the commander’s staff will use their normal decision-making processes to 

www.icrc.org/eng/assets/files/publications/icrc-002-4171.pdf
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determine their role in the overall plan, even when that plan is designed by law 
enforcement authorities.

4. An efficient and effective command system is at the heart of every mili-
tary organization. The commander’s role is to analyse the mission, to plan 
how to deliver the required outcomes, to translate that plan into clear orders 
and then to execute it successfully, all the while complying with the relevant 
legal framework. Command responsibility, or hierarchical accountability, is  
a tenet of the LOAC. It is a core concept that underpins every military  
command system. Similar accountability systems exist in law enforcement 
practice. These command systems are designed to withstand the demands  
of conflict, providing analysis and clear guidance even amid chaos and confu-
 sion. Although intended primarily for warfare, they apply equally to all mili-
tary tasks and operations. This guide therefore focuses on the stand  ard 
military decision-making process, but in the specific circumstances of 
non-combat operations. It explores what additional considerations are needed 
to make this system function effectively when the military is deployed in sup-
port of law enforcement operations.

5. The goal is to help military commanders, staff officers and doctrine  
writers meet their legal responsibilities (responsibilities that ultimately rest 
with the State), explaining where and how non-LOAC legal frameworks  
should be integrated into the operational and tactical decision-making  
process, as well as into operation orders for non-combat operations. The 
structure of this guide follows the conventional military estimate or appre-
ciation process as taught, trained and applied in the majority of armed forces 
around the world. No preference is given to one decision-making system over 
an other, and no alternative systems are excluded. It covers all non-combat  
operations, i.e. those governed not by the LOAC, but by domestic law and  
international human rights law (IHRL) within the law enforcement para -
digm. In all such operations, both law enforcement officials and armed  
forces have an over-arching obligation to “respect and protect human dignity 
and maintain and uphold the human rights of all persons”.3 Yet, because of 
the sheer range of possible scenarios, it is ultimately up to practitioners –  
commanders, staff and doctrine writers – to decide how the guidance given 
here best fits with their decision-making model, the legal framework govern-
ing their operations, and the situation on the ground.

3 UN Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials (CCLEO), Article 2.
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6. To comply with the language of its users, and in the interest of simplifica-
tion and inclusive language, this guide uses the following terms:

 • “military security operations”, or where appropriate “security 
operations”, to include all military operations potentially requiring  
the use of force and governed by the law enforcement paradigm  
(i.e. where the LOAC does not apply)4

 • “law of armed conflict”, or LOAC, instead of “international humanitarian 
law”, since this is the commonly preferred term within the military

 • “international human rights law”, or IHRL, to denote the full range  
of applicable international human rights instruments

 • “domestic law” to refer to all relevant domestic legislation governing  
law enforcement operations or similar situations, including domestic  
or overseas detention

 • “decision-making process or manual”, leaving it up to the reader  
to determine which document(s) this term refers to in the given national 
context

 • “relevant staff appointment”, leaving it up to the reader to determine 
which appointment(s) this term refers to, since staff organization varies 
from one country to the next

 • “intelligence preparation of the operational environment”, or IPOE,  
to denote the process by which organized information is delivered  
to the commander and staff (instead of the more common but  
combat-specific term “intelligence preparation of the battlefield”)

 • for the sake of convenience, the generic masculine is used to refer  
to both sexes.

7. It is a basic rule of international law that States cannot use domestic law 
to justify non-implementation of their international obligations. This docu-
ment is therefore based on the assumption that the authorities with the legal 
power to change domestic statutes, decrees, rules or regulations have ensured 
that domestic law complies with international law and internationally recog-
nized standards.

8. This guide draws on the ICRC’s field experience, elements of internation-
al law and internationally recognized standards. It demonstrates the need for 
legal rules to be translated into practical measures, means and mechanisms to 
ensure respect for the law. But it does not replace the law. The ICRC welcomes 
suggestions as to how this document could be improved.

4 See footnote 2 above.
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PART 1 – MILITARY  
SECURITY OPERATIONS:  
THE PLANNING PROCESS

A. FRAMING THE PROBLEM

i. LEGAL FRAMEWORK

9. The legal framework within which military operations are conducted is 
always an important shaping factor, not least where military forces are op-
erating in support of, or in the absence of, civilian law enforcement agencies. 
It sets the rules on fundamental issues such as the use of force. Establishing 
which framework applies is not normally a decision for the tactical (or even 
operational) commander, but rather for legal advisers at the strategic level. 
This decision does, however, have implications for the commander’s plan-
ning processes and will determine his subsequent courses of action (COAs). 
He must be informed of the classification at the initial framing stage – and 
of any subsequent changes in the legal position – since it will shape military 
activities at all levels. Likewise, the commander must be aware of his legal ob-
ligations, and his staff must ensure that decision-making processes accurately 
reflect the relevant issues.

10. Military security operations are ultimately governed by civilian and not 
military law. It should be made clear, in the constitution or a specific piece of 
legislation, whether military forces are allowed to participate in missions in 
support of civil authorities or otherwise to act in a law enforcement capacity, 
both domestically and overseas. If so, the law should set out what types of 
mission are permitted and who ultimately decides whether to engage the mili-
tary (the president, the executive, the legislature, a local mayor or magistrate, 
or some other political or judicial authority). The person or body vested with 
that power must issue an official directive indicating the size of the force, the 
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area of operations and the general mission. It should also state the commander 
in charge and his relationship with the relevant civil authority. The directive, 
which could come directly from a local mayor or governor, or perhaps from 
a military command acting under the direction of national authorities, must 
include a “space and time” framework and must clarify the legal relationship 
(authorities and responsibilities) between the military and law enforcement.  
It does not need to go into the technicalities of the mission. That responsibility 
rests with the military commander.

11. Military forces are typically organized, trained and equipped for combat 
operations, which in most cases are governed by the LOAC. Military security 
operations, which are primarily governed by domestic law and IHRL, are pro-
foundly different. Military forces must therefore understand the legal frame-
work, its implications for planning and operations, and the unfamiliar con-
straints under which they will be operating.

12. The LOAC provides legal protections for civilians. But the concept of “ci-
vilian” does not apply in security operations, since there are no combatants. 
Commanders and staff must therefore adopt a different model – one where 
every person, whether associated with an opponent or not, has certain rights, 
and where the role of security and law enforcement forces is to protect those 
rights. In military security operations, commanders and soldiers are no longer 
combatants. They are “law enforcement officials” in the meaning of IHRL.5 
That distinction must be made crystal clear.

13. It is important to remember that there is no “enemy” in law enforcement 
contexts. Nor is there a concept of acceptable “collateral damage”. While the 
use of lethal force against enemy combatants is a privilege under the LOAC, 
the same does not apply in security operations. Law enforcement officials have 
a duty to “serve and protect” the community and citizens against unlawful 
acts, and in particular to protect the life, security and property of the indi-
vidual. The rules on the use of firearms and potentially lethal force in law  
enforcement contexts are set out in the UN Basic Principles on Use of Force 
and Firearms by Law Enforcement Officials (BPUFF):

5 UN Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials (CCLEO), Article 1, Commentary.
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Law enforcement officials shall not use firearms against persons except 
in self-defence or defence of others against the imminent threat of death 
or serious injury, to prevent the perpetration of a particularly serious 
crime involving grave threat to life, to arrest a person presenting such  
a danger and resisting their authority, or to prevent his escape, and only 
when less extreme means are insufficient to achieve these objectives. 
In any event, intentional lethal use of firearms may only be made when 
strictly unavoidable in order to protect life.6

These constraints on the use of force apply equally in military security 
operations. Even in the most demanding situations, military forces performing 
a security role are there to protect life and to de-escalate the situation as far 
as possible in order to prevent loss of life, injury or destruction of property. 
Commanders, staff and soldiers on the ground must adapt their approach 
accordingly.

14. The legal classification of a situation, which determines how officials  
respond to individual actions, will be particularly sensitive during the transi-
tion from law enforcement to conduct of hostilities paradigms (and vice  
versa). At such inflection points, commanders must remain mindful of the 
differences between the two legal frameworks and how they impact the con-
duct of operations, especially if both paradigms exist side by side.

15. National law enforcement agencies are primarily responsible for counter-
ing threatening and unlawful violent behaviour during internal disturbances. 
Civil authorities may call in the military for support if regular law enforcement 
agencies cannot deal with the scale of the threat, or the level of violence, on 
their own. The military commander must review the legal classification of the 
operation at regular intervals, because situations that begin as law enforce-
ment operations can develop into non-international armed conflicts. Again, 
the classification is decided not by the operational commander but at the stra-
tegic and political level. The commander must ensure his responses are appro-
priate and legally compliant, whether or not he is consulted on the decision.

Commanders will need to consider these same issues when a period of armed 
conflict comes to an end, as soldiers who may have been involved in intense 
combat are required to transition to security duties. Once the LOAC gives way to 

6 UN Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms (BPUFF), Principle 9.
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the law enforcement paradigm (IHRL rules and standards), the restrictions on 
the use of force become much tighter7 (no enemy forces who may be attacked 
at any time, force only permitted when absolutely necessary and proportionate 
in self-defence and defence of others, etc.). The commander may also have to 
adjust how he directs his forces in this transitional period.

16. It is not always easy to assess which legal framework applies during the 
transition from a conflict situation (where both conduct of hostilities and law 
enforcement paradigms may apply)8 to a peacetime situation (where only the 
law enforcement paradigm applies). Indeed, the situation on the ground is 
not always consistent within the same area of operations. In most cases, such 
assessments are left to senior legal staff at the strategic or political level, and 
the final decision rests with political leadership. Nevertheless, commanders 
and staff must understand the importance of making a correct assessment. 
Commanders will need to provide the clearest possible guidance, to ensure 
that subordinates use the right level of force and that cordon, search and 
other operational procedures are appropriate to the legal framework. They 
can provide this guidance by amending the rules of engagement (ROE) or  
the rules for the use of force (RUF), or any other means as they see fit. The 
legal classification must remain under constant review at this stage, and the 
commander will need regular advice from his legal adviser or higher com-
mand.

17. In some cases, military forces might be deployed in a purely law enforce-
ment capacity in a non-international armed conflict. Where the forces’ mis-
sion is separate from the conflict itself, the commander must remain mindful 
that elements of domestic law and IHRL will apply. Some troops may be re-
quired to operate in accordance with the LOAC (engaging in combat oper-
ations, targeting specific enemy elements). Others may need to constrain their 
use of force in order to comply with the stricter IHRL rules that apply in law 
enforcement situations. The commander must make clear to his troops how he 
expects them to behave. Situations like these can be legally complex. Soldiers 
and junior commanders will need guidance and appropriate training to ensure 
they are clear on the issues. Forces must be directed in a way that minimizes 
the impact on those who pose no threat to law and order, and the use of force 
by military forces must be appropriately regulated.

7 See paragraph 37 below.
8 ICRC, Expert	Meeting:	The	Use	of	Force	in	Armed	Conflicts, ICRC, Geneva, November 2013: 

www.icrc.org/eng/assets/files/publications/icrc-002-4171.pdf.

www.icrc.org/eng/assets/files/publications/icrc-002-4171.pdf
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18. By definition, the objective of a military security operation is to uphold 
the rule of law. If the mission is to be a success, military forces must under-
stand what law applies. In some cases, forces might need to consider elements 
of law from as many as four different sources: international, regional (such 
as the European Convention on Human Rights), sending State (the military 
forces’ home country) and host State (the country in which the operations are 
taking place).

The decision-making process or manual should therefore provide the 
commander and his staff, at the relevant level(s) of the organization, with the 
means to:

 • assess the legal authority for the military forces to participate  
in a security operation in support of, or in the absence of, law  
enforcement agencies

 • assess the legal classification of the operational situation, so that  
the commander is appraised of the applicable (prevailing) legal 
framework(s) within which the operation will be conducted

 • assess the mission directive, so as to establish the legal status  
of the operation (what elements of domestic law or which international 
agreements authorize military activity and to what extent) and  
the elements of domestic and international laws and standards that apply

 • assess the implications of domestic law (host or sending State  
for multinational operations) applicable to the planned operations 
(particularly with regard to search, arrest, detention and the use of force)

 • constantly review the legal situation, especially during periods of 
potential overlap or transition between law enforcement and conduct  
of hostilities paradigms (or vice versa)

 • inform subordinates, at the earliest opportunity, if the LOAC does not 
apply to the situation, or if the commander wishes to constrain the use  
of force even if the LOAC does apply.
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B. MISSION ANALYSIS

19. The commander will conduct mission analysis to gain a detailed under-
standing of the task he has been set by his immediate superior commander, 
recalling that in security operations this tasking may originate from a law 
enforcement official or other civil authority. He will seek to extract and deduce 
the superior’s intent, the tasks (specified and implied) necessary to fulfil the 
mission, the applicable constraints, and any changes in the situation since the 
orders were issued. In doing so, the commander must assess whether he can 
lawfully execute the given mission within the applicable law. He should there-
fore be conscious of his obligations under the relevant legal frameworks, as 
discussed above, and of the potential humanitarian impact of his actions. His 
planning guidance to his staff should include the necessary direction to ensure 
that staff incorporate legal and humanitarian factors into their analysis.

i. LEGALITY

20. Discipline and due obedience rest upon the general assumption that su-
periors issue legally valid orders. Yet obeying a superior order is no excuse for 
violation of the law – a rule that applies equally in military security and com-
bat operations. There must be a procedure by which subordinates can question 
the legality of a received order if they have any doubts, and have the order 
clarified or confirmed by a superior. This principle must apply at each level 
of command. Likewise, the commander must use this procedure if he has any 
doubts about his ability to achieve the mission within the law.

The decision-making process or manual should therefore provide guidance on:

 • the procedure by which a subordinate may seek clarification as  
to the legality of a received order that, in the subordinate’s analysis,  
is not evidently lawful

 • the procedure for recording requests for clarification and any further 
direction issued subsequent to the initial orders

 • the procedure for reminding commanders and subordinates of the legal 
obligation to refuse to execute a manifestly unlawful order (such as 
unlawful killing or torture of a detainee, or shooting indiscriminately  
into a crowd).
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21. After conducting mission analysis, the commander will begin to form a 
picture of the means that will be required to achieve the mission. Just as in 
combat operations, military forces may only use lawful means, and only in  
a manner consistent with applicable law.

The decision-making process or manual should therefore provide guidance on:

 • how to identify which means and methods of conducting operations 
would be unlawful in the context of the mission, or where extra guidance 
would be required (such as the use of firearms or the choice of crowd 
control agents).

22. Commanders must at all times be clear that, as superior officers, they 
are personally responsible if they know or should have known that personnel 
under their command are resorting, or have resorted, to the unlawful use of 
force and firearms and they did not take all necessary measures in their power 
to prevent, suppress or report such use.

ii. SPECIFIED AND IMPLIED TASKS

23. The commander analyses both specified tasks (tasks stated in the dir-
ectives or orders received by the subordinate from his superior commander) 
and implied tasks (other tasks that the commander identifies as necessary to 
achieving the mission). During this process, the commander and his staff also 
check the legality of each task and determine what measures are needed to 
ensure they are executed in accordance with the law. These measures come 
in two forms: actions (expressed as missions to subordinates) and constraints 
(which shape planning and might subsequently be expressed as ROE or other 
coordination measures). At this stage, the commander and his staff may also 
identify risks that could prevent certain tasks being performed within the con-
straints of the law. Again, there must be a procedure by which subordinates 
can seek clarification on such issues (to ensure that the mission is achieved 
without violating either the superior authority’s intent or the relevant law). 
Any risk-mitigation measures (such as allocating time for additional training) 
should be integrated into planning as early as possible.
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The decision-making process or manual should therefore provide guidance on:

 • the obligation to perform only lawful actions in the execution  
of the designated mission

 • the means by which the commander can obtain appropriate advice  
on the legality of the various tasks (from a legal adviser, for example)

 • the tasking of relevant staff appointment(s) to identify what implied tasks 
are necessary to meet legal obligations, such as:

 - procedures for the appropriate handling of detainees
 - limits on, and procedures for, the use of force
 - task-specific training to ensure compliance with the appropriate legal 

framework
 - tasking of selected subordinate units for these purposes (provided they 

are adequately trained, equipped and available)
 - measures for when resources are unavailable (such as requesting 

additional resources from the superior echelon, including time  
for task-specific training).

iii. COMMANDER’S DIRECTION AND REVIEW

24. After conducting mission analysis, the commander gives direction (in the 
form of the commander’s planning guidance and the plan for staff work) on 
the completion of the estimate. He may also seek clarification as required. 
He continues to review his mission throughout the estimate/planning process 
and subsequent execution, particularly as the situation develops and he has 
to adjust the emerging plan. The legal framework must be revisited, and any 
changes identified, at each iteration of the planning cycle. The ROE or RUF 
may need to be revised accordingly.

25. Course of action development is based on the direction given by the com-
mander after mission analysis. The commander’s planning guidance is there-
fore an opportunity for the commander, at an early stage, to direct staff to 
design COAs in a way that minimizes the humanitarian impact of the oper-
ations, and to emphasize the areas where he expects legal compliance or other 
humanitarian concerns to be critical.
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The decision-making process or manual should provide practical measures for 
the commander, in his guidance to his staff, to:

 • ensure that all personnel, from planning staff down to the troops 
receiving initial warning orders, are clear about the context of  
the forthcoming operations, and in particular that troops understand 
that their role is to protect members of the public and, when necessary, 
property, but not to “defeat the enemy”

 • clarify the areas of humanitarian concern or risk, as identified in  
the mission analysis and the commander’s guidance, so as to minimize 
the humanitarian impact of the operations.

C. EVALUATION OF FACTORS

26. The commander’s final plan will be shaped by a range of factors. Staff will 
need to consider the nature of any potential offenders or opponents, the threat 
they pose, the operating environment, their own troops’ level of skill and ex-
perience in the planned operation type, and the likely timing of those oper-
ations. They will also need to consider the implications of constraints such as 
the availability of equipment and resources. In order to ensure that appropri-
ate rules are set and effectively applied in the execution of the mission, staff 
will need to look not just at the military significance of these factors, but also 
their legal and humanitarian implications. The first step is to gain an appro-
priate understanding of the operational environment.

i.  INTELLIGENCE PREPARATION  
OF THE OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT

27. The intelligence preparation of the operational environment (IPOE) was 
originally developed as a planning tool for combat operations. It has now be-
come an important part of the staff process for any operation, giving the com-
mander a picture of his specific operating environment. An accurate, promptly 
delivered IPOE that covers all the relevant issues is vital to effective planning 
and conduct of the commander’s operations.

28. Security operations are rarely conducted in isolation from other law en-
forcement activities. By the same token, IPOE products cannot be developed in 
isolation from existing law enforcement operations or the emerging military 
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plan, and no plan should be developed without using the products of the IPOE 
process. Civil authorities, the local magistrate or the local chief of police will 
provide valuable insights into the general situation on the ground and the per-
ceived opportunities, challenges and risks associated with the mission. They 
should be the first source of information in building a comprehensive IPOE.

29. Aside from directly informing potential COAs, the analysis of the local 
physical and human terrain should also highlight specific factors with im-
plications for application of the legal rules. The local humanitarian situation 
should also be evaluated, along with the possible consequences of planned or 
ongoing military or law enforcement operations.

30. The physical terrain analysis will often identify movement corridors, not 
only for possible offenders or other persons of interest, but also for the general 
public. This analysis should in turn inform development of the commander’s 
COAs.

31. The law enforcement paradigm requires the commander to protect the 
population. Timely and accurate information on the human terrain – including  
behaviour patterns and potential harm caused by the operations – will  
help the commander to meet that obligation. It will also enable him both  
to set the limits of his planned or ongoing COA (minimizing the impact on  
the non-offending population), and to determine how much latitude he has  
to tackle offending behaviour.

32. Where appropriate, the commander should consider consulting com-
munity leaders and representatives to better understand local needs. This  
is not an intelligence function, but instead a process of engaging with leaders 
to build personal relationships and foster understanding. In doing so, com-
manders may be guided and supported by law enforcement colleagues or  
other civil authorities who will frequently have longstanding relations with 
the local community and will need to maintain these relationships when the 
military is withdrawn. The benefits of effective engagement at this stage are 
twofold: it gives the commander a clearer picture of the human terrain and  
a hands-on understanding of local security challenges, and it opens an im-
portant communication channel that could prove helpful in de-escalating 
vio lent offending behaviour.
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The decision-making process or manual should therefore address the tasking 
of relevant staff branches to develop and/or continuously monitor:

 • population locations and concentrations (towns, villages, hamlets, 
shelters, camps for refugees and displaced people, demonstrators, 
hostages or bystanders)

 • communication channels with local representatives and community 
leaders, where appropriate

 • communication channels with other local military and law enforcement 
agencies, in order better to understand local law enforcement 
opportunities, challenges and risks

 • existing policing and law enforcement measures and their effect  
on the community, including displacement

 • potential offenders within the community

 • patterns of offending behaviour that military forces may be able  
to counter (bearing in mind that military forces are not typically trained  
or equipped to carry out investigative or other specialized law 
enforcement functions)

 • the most likely and worst-case scenarios for development of the situation

 • the risk, potential location and direction of future population 
displacement

 • the approach towards internally displaced people, refugees and others 
entering or crossing the area of operations

 • cultural and customary patterns and their impact on community 
behaviour (such as regular places of worship, known protester hot-spots 
and historically sensitive locations)

 • local health-care and humanitarian services (such as the ambulance 
service), along with details of their personnel and capacities

 • the presence, location, situation and movements of any humanitarian 
organizations or UN personnel (civilian or military)

 • the coordination mechanism required to update and share this 
information, promptly and routinely, with relevant staff cells throughout 
the planning and conduct of the operation.
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33. The IPOE will rarely, if ever, give the commander all the information  
he requires. He can fill these gaps by passing information requirements to his 
superior, or by tasking his own information, surveillance, target acquisition 
and reconnaissance assets. It is particularly important for the commander  
to identify and attempt to clarify information gaps that may affect his ability 
to conduct operations in accordance with the law. At the same time, the tech-
niques the commander uses to gain information must themselves comply  
with the law, and he will need to seek legal guidance when developing an in-
telligence collection plan. For instance, the excessive use of checkpoints  
to gather information on the movement of individuals, to fix potential offend-
ers in place for subsequent arrest operations, or to deter possible offender 
activity could disproportionately restrict the freedom of movement of the very 
people that the commander is seeking to protect.

The decision-making process or manual should therefore:

 • emphasize the importance of developing as complete a picture of potential 
humanitarian concerns as possible

 • ensure that information gaps that could affect legal compliance are 
identified and designated as intelligence collection priorities

 • provide guidance on applying the relevant legal frameworks and 
considering the humanitarian impact when developing an intelligence 
collection plan.

ii. ENVIRONMENT

34. The commander will assess many of the same environmental factors for 
both combat and security operations, except that in this context, he will need 
to consider those factors that heighten or reduce the risk to the people he is 
protecting. These will include weather, terrain and demographics, as well as 
issues such as the construction and layout of urban features. The commander 
will also pay close attention to the situation on the ground, since a break -
down of law and order can restrict people’s movement (either because of 
criminal elements, or because of law enforcement agencies, including the 
mili tary, countering those elements). Environmental factors must therefore 
be assessed in light of the commander’s own COAs, as well as the possible 
COAs of criminal elements and the general public, and the commander must 
consider how these options affect the people he is mandated to protect (based 
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on the IPOE). For instance, a commander tasked with controlling a large but 
peaceful demonstration, in an open area, in hot weather and with no water 
supply will need to consider a very different set of issues than one facing  
a well-supplied, violent crowd preventing people from going about their lives 
and business in the middle of a capital city.

The decision-making process or manual should therefore address the tasking 
of relevant staff appointment(s) for continuous monitoring of, and timely and 
effective information-sharing on:

 • the general humanitarian situation (health, food and water supply, 
health-care facilities) and the status of support infrastructure (hospitals, 
food storage facilities), along with the current and anticipated risks, 
concerns and limitations of these systems (including their capacity  
to handle additional demands arising from security operations)

 • the risks and challenges local people face when going about their 
everyday lives, in order to assess the impact of criminal or security force 
COAs (for instance, whether a curfew is putting additional strain on people 
already struggling to obtain adequate food, access health-care services,  
or work or run a business because of offender activity)

 • possible links between environmental factors (such as temperature, 
precipitation levels, and sunrise and sunset times) and the risk of adverse 
consequences (for instance, the use of crowd control agents such as tear 
gas may need to be curtailed if bystanders may be affected because of  
the wind conditions)

 • possible links between local architectural features and the risk of 
collateral damage (such as homes built from timber, wood or other 
materials, absence of cellars as potential shelters)

 • an assessment of the risks and consequences of environmental damage.
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iii. OPPONENTS AND SUSPECTED OFFENDERS

35. Military forces are often called upon to provide specialist skills and  
capabilities, or additional manpower, when the police or other regular law 
enforcement agencies are not able, trained or equipped to deal with a particu-
lar situation or threat. The commander must therefore understand the chal-
lenge he has been directed to address. Again, the distinction between combat 
and security operations must be made absolutely clear: the objective is not to 
defeat an enemy, but rather to protect individuals or property (in some cases 
by countering opponents or offenders).

36. The commander’s detailed picture of the threat environment will deter-
mine what equipment he directs or allows his force to employ, and will influ-
ence the development of the ROE. It will also inform the situation briefing for 
his subordinates, which must make clear the nature of the challenge and  
clarify, in unambiguous terms, the security or law enforcement (as opposed  
to combat) objective of the operation. The briefing will need to be specific 
about potential offenders’ capabilities, intent and previous modus	operandi – 
details that may be available from law enforcement agencies with past or  
current experience of the situation. That is why effective sharing of infor-
mation and intelligence between the police and the military is so important  
at this stage of the planning process. Failure to pass on current, accurate  
information can lead to superficial understanding, flawed analysis and, po-
tentially, ex cessive responses. This information flow must be both ways,  
from law enforcement to military and military to law enforcement. In the  
initial phase of the operation, the military will probably need to receive and 
understand more information coming in from law enforcement and civil  
authorities than they can usefully return, but this will change with time as the 
military become more grounded in the situation. The effective passage of  
relevant information both ways is essential to operational effectiveness and 
the sympathetic pro vision of law enforcement services to the affected com-
munity. The flow of information between organizations can prove difficult, 
even within the same government. That flow becomes even more problematic 
between diff erent nationalities, or between a host government and an inter-
national force deployed to provide assistance. The commander may have to 
engage per sonally with the relevant organizations to build the trust neces sary 
to keep information flowing smoothly in all directions.
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37. The commander and his staff must at all times remain mindful that,  
in a law enforcement operation, the use of force is no longer governed  
by the principles set out in the LOAC (distinction, proportionality and pre-
caution). However, the same language may be used in a law en force  ment 
paradigm with important differences in meaning. It is essential that law 
enforcement and military counterparts understand what one another’s 
terms mean. Within the law enforcement paradigm, a separate set of fun-
damental principles governs the application of police powers such as  
arrest, detention, search, seizure, and the use of force and firearms. This is 
the language of law enforcement operations:
 • Legality:9 Law enforcement officials (which in this context includes 

individual soldiers and officers) may apply police powers in order to 
achieve legitimate objectives, but lethal force may only be used as a last 
resort, and in strictly defined circumstances.

 • Proportionality:10 Law enforcement officials must carefully balance police 
powers against their impact on fundamental rights and freedoms.  
The powers should be strictly restrained in proportion to the seriousness 
of the offence and the legitimate objective to be achieved.

 • Necessity:11 Law enforcement officials may use force only when all other 
means to achieve a legitimate objective remain ineffective or without any 
promise of achieving the intended result. They must, as far as possible, 
apply non-violent means before resorting to the use of force and firearms. 
They are only permitted to use as much force as is necessary to achieve 
a legitimate objective and they must minimize damage and injury and 
respect and preserve human life.12

 • Accountability:13 The primary responsibility for the application of police 
powers rests not only with individual law enforcement officials but also 
with their peers and superiors. In a military context, this means individual 
soldiers, their peers and officers. Governments and law enforcement 

9 CCLEO Art. 3; BPUFF Principle 5.
10 BPUFF Principle 5(a); CCLEO Art. 3.
11 BPUFF Principles 4 and 9; CCLEO Art. 3.
12 Commanders must clearly understand the difference in meaning between “necessity” 

in the LOAC and the law enforcement paradigm. The same is true for the definition  
of proportionality. Likewise, everyone in the force must understand that the 
direction to preserve life includes, wherever possible, all individuals, including 
opponents and suspected offenders. This contrasts directly with the situation under 
the LOAC, where the combatant privilege applies.

13 BPUFF Principles 7 and 22–24.
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agencies must establish effective review and reporting procedures for all 
serious law enforcement encounters.14

 • Precaution: 15 Law enforcement officials must carefully plan operations 
with a view to minimizing damage and injury and the risk of endangering 
bystanders. Therefore, all circumstances must be considered and 
precautionary action taken to prevent unintended harm or outcomes, 
including appropriate training design and selection of weapons and 
equipment.

Decision-making on these issues must therefore be based on regular 
military intelligence development and analysis procedures, not the LOAC. 

38. Additional personnel familiar with the application of law enforcement  
legal standards in the likely area of operations (managing opponents and  
potential offenders) may need to be brought in to support planning staff.  
Police liaison officers or advisers can provide this capability. Where they are 
unavailable, military commanders should seek detailed advice from other 
sources. The ultimate aim is to obtain appropriate guidance to focus oper-
ations on opponents and offenders, while at the same time protecting other 
elements of the community as required.

The decision-making process or manual should therefore:
 • define the difference between a combat threat assessment (focused 

primarily on the enemy) and a security challenges assessment, which 
must identify potential threats to the lives of individuals and the risks 
of destruction of property, and justify decisions on the necessity and 
proportionality of the use of force

 • emphasize the importance of information-sharing in all directions 
between military, law enforcement and other security agencies present 
in an operation, so that necessity and proportionality decisions in  
the military planning process are based on the best available information

 • identify which staff branches will require additional personnel 
familiar with the application of law enforcement criteria and planning 
considerations (typically the intelligence and plans branches as a minimum)

 • establish systems to maintain a flow of updated information to inform 
necessity and proportionality decisions (both within the staff and down  
to the very lowest level, i.e. from the commander to individual soldiers).

14 BPUFF Principle 22.
15 BPUFF Principles 2, 3 and 5(b).
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iv. OWN FORCES

39. As the commander and his staff review their available assets and match 
them to the elements of each action, they will need to ensure that tasks ne-
cessary to comply with the legal framework are both identified and assigned 
to force elements as part of the plan. They will also need to objectively assess 
their subordinates’ state of preparedness to fulfil these tasks in accordance 
with the law.

40. Preparatory measures: The commander and his staff will need to as-
sess, effectively and objectively, whether the force is adequately equip ped and 
trained for the designated mission. They may find that this is not the case (for 
the entire force or elements of it). Equally, they may identify other capabilities 
that can be used to good effect.16 Indirect fire units, for instance, have no place 
in public order control missions, whereas units trained and equipped to pro-
vide battlefield surveillance using unmanned aerial vehicles or other systems 
may prove extremely useful. The commander may therefore choose to recon-
figure his force specifically for the mission he has received. Doing so offers 
the greatest flexibility in terms of matching capabilities to the mission, but it 
has implications across staff branches in two key areas: logistics (equipment 
supply and management) and training.

If, for instance, the commander chooses to re-roll artillerymen to carry 
out infantry patrols as part of framework security operations, work will 
be required across the force to prepare them. The artillerymen will need 
sufficient communications equipment to operate in smaller teams than they 
are accustomed to, as well as less-than-lethal weapons and other specialist 
equipment suited to law enforcement tasks. Additional transport assets may 
also need to be allocated.

All elements of the force are likely to require some training (some more than 
others, as determined by the commander), not only to refresh their small-
team infantry skills, but also to learn about the constraints and demands of 
the law enforcement role and to familiarize them with any new equipment. 

16 See paragraph 57 for guidance on equipment and force protection.
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Likewise, headquarters staff may need to be trained on law enforcement 
approaches and challenges, not least on the issue of accountability (record-
keeping of search and seizure operations, or incidents involving the use of 
firearms or other potentially lethal force). Existing law enforcement agencies 
are a valuable source of local knowledge and could deliver training directly  
or support a military training programme in an advisory capacity.

The penalty for this additional work is time, which will need to be factored 
into the plan so that the force is fully prepared for this type of operation. 
The commander may need to liaise with law enforcement agencies and 
civil authorities on the timing, and to make clear the potential implications  
of rushed deployment of military forces.

41. Liaison between own forces: At this stage, the commander should also 
have the means to review, in detail, the role, actions and plans of other law 
enforcement agencies deployed in his area of operations (remaining mindful 
that civil authorities may have primacy over military forces). Military forces 
are often deployed in security operations to reinforce other law enforce ment 
agencies conducting operations in the area assigned to the commander. 
Some of these agencies may be armed. The risks of divergent ROE/RUF and  
a lack of clarity or unity of command between different law enforcement 
agencies (especially as regards the use of force) are discussed later in this 
guide. But as a general rule, the commander will need to gain a picture of 
these issues, and their scale, in order to build alternatives into his plans. 
Likewise, staff will need to address these issues when developing COAs.  
One option might be to arrange an exchange of liaison officers between 
agencies present in the area of operations (see paragraph 52). The com-
mander will need to consider how he will maintain links to the civil author-
ity and whether this is a function for himself or a liaison officer. Liaison of-
ficers to the military should serve a dual purpose: exchanging information, 
and advising on practical aspects of the law enforcement operation to avoid 
potential misunderstandings. Staff should consider whether such exchanges 
will be needed, and at what level, at this stage of the planning process.
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The decision-making process or manual should therefore make clear that:

 • the commander is responsible for ensuring that subordinates are aware 
of their rights and obligations under the legal framework governing  
the mission

 • troops must be appropriately trained and equipped for the mission;  
this must be checked and any shortfalls must be identified:

 - in general regarding their rights, obligations and behaviours  
in the context of a law enforcement operation

 - in particular regarding the performance of specified and implied  
tasks (such as the exercise of stop and search powers).

 • there must be a mechanism for timely communication, within the staff, 
of the state of preparedness of individual elements of the force to fulfil 
tasks in accordance with the law (to inform the commander’s decision)

 • there must be measures to remedy any shortfalls (such as additional 
training or specialist equipment)

 • records of arrests, detentions and the use of force must be kept and 
promptly transmitted to the superior echelon.

v. TIME

42. Time, often linked to space, will inevitably shape and constrain possible 
COAs. The commander or his staff will need to assess the timing of each task 
(including, as far as practically possible, duration and sequencing) throughout 
the planning process. In combat operations, the commander’s focus will be to 
generate tempo – to achieve his objectives at a faster pace than the enemy. In 
security operations, although a high decision-making tempo may be desir-
able, the commander must adjust the tempo of operations to the behaviours  
he is tasked with stopping or preventing. This does not always mean acting 
faster. Political factors, often the responsibility of the civil authority, may  
influence the desired operational tempo. Time may be needed for negoti-
ations, or caution applied in responding rapidly if this may result in escalating  
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the situation. Thus, as well as analysing likely timelines for opponent or of-
fender activity, the commander will need to consider potential responses 
among the non-offending population and synchronize his operations with the 
tempo of both civil authorities and other law enforcement agencies working in 
his area of responsibility. This analysis will be based on the information the 
commander has obtained about the offending activity and by the information 
being shared within and between the friendly forces. In a well-coordinated 
demonstration in which ringleaders are orchestrating the crowd to cause the 
maximum disruption, gaining superiority in operational tempo, and especial-
ly in decision-making, may be the key to success. Yet in a large but peaceful 
march, fast-paced actions by military forces, especially when not synchron-
ized with other law enforcement agencies, could undermine negotiations  
between civil authorities and protesters, cause panic and even escalate rather 
than de-escalate, the situation.

43. The duration of military security operations in any given area will be an 
important factor in assessing the extent of their impact on the community, 
and must therefore inform necessity and proportionality decisions. In other 
words, the commander’s planning decisions will hinge on his assessment of 
how long the operation will last, the analysis of humanitarian infrastructure 
obtained through the IPOE, and any specific actions required (as identified at 
the mission analysis stage).

Military security operations are not the norm. They are necessary, at times, 
to reinforce or otherwise support regular law enforcement operations. The 
military commander must maintain a long-term perspective of how his 
actions will serve to strengthen or damage community relations, to build or 
undermine trust between the community and the law enforcement agencies 
and how he is supporting or reducing the standing of the civil authority in the 
eyes of the community. The commander needs to be clear that it is the military 
who will have to adjust to the existing situation, rather than the regular law 
enforcement agencies adjusting to the military, as in the long term, it is the 
regular civil structures that will remain after the military has been withdrawn.
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The decision-making process or manual should therefore provide guidance on:

 • estimating the population’s potential COAs and how they will evolve  
over time

 • synchronizing military action with the actions of multiple law 
enforcement agencies, to reduce offending behaviours and protect  
the non-offending population, potentially over the long term

 • developing an understanding of potential community reactions  
to military security operations, again over time, at both the operational 
and tactical levels (focusing on identifying approaches that will reduce 
offending behaviours and, where possible, avoid the use of force, while 
minimizing the impact on the non-offending population)

 • estimating the duration of the military security operations, weighed 
against the COAs of offenders and non-offenders and the humanitarian 
impact of both; questions to consider might include:

 - How can water, food, other supplies and medical assistance be provided 
to a crowd that is going to be contained in small area for many hours?

 - How does the proportionality assessment take account of the impact  
on bystanders caught up in the demonstration and unable to leave?

 - How long does the plan envisage a hostage rescue taking, do the most 
likely COAs include the use of force and, if so, can medical services 
reach any casualties in an appropriate timeframe?

 • incorporating the human terrain and population behaviour analysis,  
in order to understand cyclical patterns that would allow military forces  
to meet their objectives with less impact on the general public than  
at other times (for instance, a cordon and search operation may cause less 
disruption to the general public at night than during the day)

 • building in sufficient preparation time before operations commence  
to ensure that military personnel understand their role as law 
enforcement rather than combat forces (including time for training  
on the graduated application of force, on any revised – and potentially 
more restrictive – ROE, and on any specific skills such as public order 
management, checkpoint routines or arrest and detention procedures).
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vi.  RULES OF ENGAGEMENT & RULES  
FOR THE USE OF FORCE (ROE AND RUF)

44. ROE are issued by the competent authorities and express the policy and 
legal limits on the use of military forces. They combine operational, policy 
and legal constraints into a single reference source for military commanders 
and their subordinates. They provide authorization for and limits on the use 
of force, the positioning and posturing of forces, the employment of certain 
specific capabilities, and other aspects. Although no additional tasks may be 
deduced from these factors, they can have a significant effect on the conduct 
of operations.

45. Although ROE are not a statement of law, they must at the very least  
encapsulate the legal obligations that apply in the prevailing circumstances. 
For operational and political reasons, they may be much more restrictive than 
the law requires. At this stage in the decision-making process, the command-
er must gain a detailed understanding of the ROE he has been given, as well  
as the reasoning behind them. Once he has developed his options, based on 
these ROE, he will need to develop separate ROE for his subordinates. These 
will always be within the envelope of the ROE he has received, but he may 
choose to restrict them further in light of the risks he has identified in his 
analysis. The ROE development process is addressed in the next chapter. For 
now, the focus is on how the commander understands the ROE received as part 
of the mission, and on how he interprets their impact on the conduct of the 
operation.

46. At this stage, the commander will need to evaluate how his forces will 
work alongside law enforcement agencies. Soldiers are trained to understand, 
adjust to and operate within the confines of their ROE, which directly author-
ize the use of force. Police officers, meanwhile, are trained and empowered to 
make decisions on the use of force under RUF (which are based on domestic or 
international guidelines). Military and law enforcement planning staff, as well 
as the civil authority, will need to understand the implications when both ROE 
and RUF apply in the same area of operations.
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The decision-making process or manual should therefore provide guidance on:

 • evaluating the ROE received from the superior command to determine 
whether they are adequate to enable mission success without permitting 
excessive use of force

 • establishing a mechanism by which clarification on the ROE can be sought 
from superior command if required

 • analysing the risks associated with police and military personnel 
following different guidelines on the use of force in the same area of 
operations, and the implications of these risks for planning and command 
and control

 • training military personnel in operating to ROE that might be far more 
restrictive than they are accustomed to (including training in judgement, 
to reinforce their understanding of the application of ROE)

 • understanding and analysing existing police RUF (if any) and  
the implications of differences between these RUF and military ROE.

D.  COURSE OF ACTION DEVELOPMENT  
AND EVALUATION

47. COA development is a complex process of developing options to achieve 
the decisive effects identified by the commander, within the constraints  
imposed by the factors identified during the estimate. The process includes 
the allocation of troops to task and the synchronization of military activity  
in order to achieve the mission within these constraints, and within the in-
evitable limits of available resources. The operation will be set in time, and 
resources will be allocated to tasks (with integration of supporting services 
and operations). Each step in this process must be informed by an appreci-
ation of respect for the law.

i. COMMAND

48. One key difference between military combat operations and security  
operations is that there are likely to be at least two – and potentially many 
more – security forces or agencies operating in the same space (regular law 
enforcement agencies, military, armed or paramilitary police, national secur-
ity or intelligence agencies, etc.). The authority for law enforcement operations 
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may sit with civil leadership in the form of a magistrate, local political leader, 
such as a mayor, or a law enforcement official, rather than a military officer. 
As the plan develops, the commander will begin to see the operational shape 
of his action and how it could potentially interact with, support, or even put at 
risk, the work of the other agencies. In an exclusively military context, the 
usual response to complex situations like these is to establish a framework 
under which the designated commander can achieve unity of command. This 
may be more difficult to achieve in a security operation, especially if it  
involves multinational forces. In some cases, a unified chain of command  
may have been established under the original operational directive. But this is 
not always the case. In any event, the command relationships must facilitate 
legal compliance and reduce the risk of excessive use of force or other vio-
lations and respect the long-term outcome, which will be a return to civilian 
law enforcement provision.

49. Chain of command: The basic concept of accountability for security force 
actions becomes unworkable unless there is a clear chain of command, par-
ticularly with regard to the use of force.17 This is an area where national policy, 
sometimes enshrined in the constitution or domestic law, may shape com-
mand relationships. Commanders must be clear that, when conducting secur-
ity operations in support of law enforcement agencies, their role is to support 
civil authorities. The position of such authorities in the chain of command 
must therefore be clarified (if it is not already prescribed). Soldiers, police  
officers and others must understand the chain through which they are  
re ceiving direction. If they are engaged on the same mission as other law en-
forcement agencies (controlling the same crowd, for instance), that direction 
must be coordinated. Since soldiers and police officers operate to different 
guidelines on the use of force, chains of command – both downward (authority) 
and upward (reporting and responsibility) – must be clear and unambiguous. 
Police and military headquarters will need to coordinate closely to ensure that 
tactical approaches are understood by all those involved in the management 
of an incident. For instance, if a police commander withdraws a police cordon 
to de-escalate the situation but the military is unaware of the reason why,  
a commander might order riot-trained troops to advance into a crowd to try to 

17 BPUFF Principle 24: “Governments and law enforcement agencies shall ensure  
that superior officers are held responsible if they know, or should have known,  
that law enforcement officials under their command are resorting, or have resorted, 
to the unlawful use of force and firearms, and they did not take all measures in their 
power to prevent, suppress or report such use.”
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re-establish the cordon, producing the exact opposite of the intended effect.  
It will often fall to the commander himself to negotiate his command status 
and command relationships. He must do so with a solid understanding of his 
legal responsibilities as well as his operational role.

50. Communication – internal: Effective command and control requires co-
ordination between law enforcement agencies and military forces working in 
close proximity. Yet law enforcement and military communication systems 
are generally designed for different purposes and may not be compatible. 
The designated military staff will need to cooperate with law enforcement 
counterparts to achieve adequate communications interoperability to allow 
the rapid, clear and unambiguous passage of key commands that will direct-
ly affect public safety (such as commands concerning the use of force and 
firearms, or a decision to lift crowd movement restrictions in order to avoid 
injuries from overcrowding).

51. Communication – external: Commanders will also need to consider how 
to communicate with the general public or even with suspected offenders, 
noting that communication is a two-way process, which includes listening.18 
External communication (passing on information and opening channels to 
minimize confrontation) is a necessary part of a graduated response, but is 
not normally required in conventional military operations. Law enforcement 
agencies deal with this issue in a number of different ways, from designat-
ing specially trained liaison officers to using contact points, public address  
systems or telephone hotlines. The military commander should weigh up what 
means he has to communicate with those in his area of responsibility (includ-
ing warning members of the public, if necessary in their own language). He  
should also consider whether existing approaches and systems could support 
 

18 BPUFF Principle 20: “In the training of law enforcement officials, Governments  
and law enforcement agencies shall give special attention to issues of police ethics 
and human rights, especially in the investigative process, to alternatives to  
the use of force and firearms, including the peaceful settlement of conflicts,  
the understanding of crowd behaviour, and the methods of persuasion, negotiation 
and mediation, as well as to technical means, with a view to limiting the use of force 
and firearms. Law enforcement agencies should review their training programmes 
and operational procedures in the light of particular incidents.”
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the military contribution. It is important not to duplicate channels, so as to 
reduce the risk of sending mixed messages or causing confusion about police 
or military law enforcement actions. 

52. Media Operations: The media may be present in a law enforcement situ-
ation, potentially in greater numbers than in conflict scenarios, where access 
challenges and personal risk may reduce the presence of media representa-
tives. In law enforcement operations the media can provide important means 
of communication both inwards and outwards. Effective media relations can 
allow clear messages regarding the aims of the security operations to be 
passed on to the general population and potential offenders alike. At the same 
time, the media act as an informal accountability mechanism, providing com-
manders with feedback on the performance and perception of the operation 
and highlighting areas where the behaviours of both offenders and their own 
forces may require their attention. Therefore, it is important that media rela-
tions are properly managed for both passing and receiving messages.

53. Liaison officers: As mentioned previously, liaison officers fulfil an import-
ant role in fostering mutual understanding. They also have a key part to play 
in the flow of information between commanders. In military security oper-
ations, commanders must prioritize any measure that reduces the risk of  
unnecessary impact on the community or unlawful use of force, and that  
increases the options for reducing offending behaviour. By clarifying op  er-
ation al responses between agencies, liaison officers (military to other  
agencies and civil authorities, and other agencies to military headquarters) 
offer a means to mitigate risks and enhance the benefits of mutual support.
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The decision-making process or manual should therefore provide guidance on:

 • how commanders can clearly establish the command linkages and 
responsibilities at the strategic, operational and tactical levels,19 and in 
particular within existing law enforcement agency structures; if command 
authority is being transferred between law enforcement agencies and 
military forces, this should be clearly documented

 • means to link civil authority, police and military headquarters, in terms 
of both policy (for example through liaison officers) and communications 
(through interoperability measures), to ensure the appropriate flow  
of information related to compliance with the law (including authorization 
for the use of force, recording of arrests and transfers of detainees,  
and management of casualties)

 • means to communicate both ways with those affected by the military 
operation, including potentially through the media

 • the importance of providing liaison officers.

19

ii. SYNCHRONIZATION

54. After analysing the specified and implied tasks, staff will develop COAs to 
achieve the desired outcomes within the constraints imposed by (or on) the 
commander. A timeline should begin to form at this stage. This timeline will 
necessarily be driven by the effects matrix (the things the commander wishes 
to achieve or change) and the availability of resources (time, logistics, forces 
and other assets). The timeline should also consider how operations will affect 
the situation and whether, by altering the rate or relative timing of elements 
of the plan, the commander can reduce the risk of threats to life or property, 
and meet his other legal obligations. The examples below are just some of the 
elements that must be connected and synchronized to ensure that the plan 

19 Military commanders should beware that the terms “operational” and “tactical”  
are often understood differently in law enforcement agencies. In many police 
services, the officer in command at the scene is the “operational commander”, 
while the higher planning level is referred to as the “tactical command”. This is 
the reverse of the standard military use of these terms. Some European police 
services have “Bronze”, “Silver” and “Gold” commands (corresponding broadly 
to “tactical”, “operational” and “strategic” commands in the military), but this 
classification is not universal. It is important for all security forces and agencies  
to agree on language and terminology in order to avoid misunderstandings.
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delivers the desired outcomes while remaining within the confines of the law:

 • Security checkpoints may come as a shock to the very people they are 
intended to protect (the general public), possibly resulting  
in confrontation with the security forces. This risk must be mitigated  
with a synchronized communication operation to inform the local 
community about the changes and to de-escalate tensions (see below).

 • Troops assigned to public order management operations require 
training in the use of “less-than-lethal” weapons (including crowd 
control agents) and related equipment. This extra preparation time 
must be factored into planning to ensure that the entire operation 
remains synchronized and integrated with any existing law enforcement 
operations (which may have to be extended, thereby affecting their own 
planning). It could also limit the time available for influence operations 
ahead of a possible deployment.

55. Military security operations are conducted among, with and for the  
local community, with the broad aim of protecting them against whatever  
risks and challenges the military has been deployed to address. It is essen-
tial that the community understands what law enforcement agencies are  
doing and how the military is supporting those efforts. Engaging with relevant  
parties is therefore vital to managing unintended risks. Engagement and  
dialogue take time – time that must be built into the initial planning and on-
going deployment of operations by military forces.

56. Arrest and detention is an available recourse in most aspects of law  
enforcement. Military arrest and detention authority is often tightly regu-
lated, however, and some jurisdictions reserve these powers for regular  
law enforcement agencies only. Where the military is granted these powers,  
it must ensure that an appropriate system is in place for arresting, detaining 
and processing suspects (even briefly before handing them over to other 
agencies) before the first arrest is made. This system will need to include  
suitable administrative procedures for recording detainees and ensuring ad-
equate record-keeping as the individual passes through the detention system. 
Consequently, military personnel must be familiar with custody procedures 
from the outset of the operation, and adequate training from qualified person-
nel (including law enforcement or judicial officers) will need to be scheduled 
and synchronized with the start of the mission.
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The decision-making process or manual should therefore provide guidance on:

 • synchronizing operations across the full range of military, police  
and other security force capabilities, in order to de-escalate situations  
and reduce risks to the general public

 • coordinating planning across multiple security agencies, and with 
ongoing law enforcement operations, to ensure that the public  
is not exposed to periods of reduced police protection or, conversely,  
to excessive police presence (which could escalate rather than  
de-escalate tensions)

 • engaging with all relevant parties, including the media, so that they are 
integrated into the military security operation, understand the military’s 
role (and possibly methods), and receive advance warning of military 
plans or tactics, where appropriate, so as to limit the risk of escalation  
or bystander involvement

 • building flexibility into synchronization of the plan to take account  
of valid input from law enforcement agencies, community leaders and 
other parties, and providing appropriate training as required.

iii. ALLOCATION OF MILITARY FORCES AND ASSETS

57. Troops should be allocated to tasks in a way that supports both mis-
sion attainment and compliance with the law. Staff must ensure that troops  
allocated to tasks with a particular bearing on compliance with the law (such 
as detainee guards) are appropriately trained and supervised.

58. The commander must weigh the need to achieve mission success against 
his obligation to protect his forces insofar as possible. As well as ensuring 
his troops are appropriately equipped to carry out the task, the commander 
will also need to consider three other factors when selecting equipment. First, 
he must limit the troops’ exposure to the risks of action by armed offend-
ers (and, therefore, the likelihood of them using lethal force in self-defence).  
For instance, troops equipped with visors, shields, fire extinguishers and 
flame-retardant clothing are at greatly reduced risk from rioters throwing 
petrol bombs or acid. Second, the commander will need to consider his ana-
lysis of the environment. Using crowd control agents in a dense residential 
area, for example, could harm a large number of bystanders. On the other 
hand, a force equipped with appropriate protective equipment will be more  
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confident, allowing them to position themselves closer to rioters or demon-
strators without needing to resort to the use of force (see paragraph 89). Third, 
the commander must consider the troops’ skill and experience. It may well be 
appropriate to equip a trained and experienced sniper with a high-powered 
rifle in a close protection operation. But that same weapon, in the hands of 
a junior soldier in a public order context, poses a considerable risk. It stands 
to reason that specialist assets will only enhance public protection if they are 
operated by well-trained troops (i.e. the experienced sniper, not the novice). 
This observation has clear implications for training.

59. A poor decision on the use of force or similar can quickly escalate into  
a mission-critical failure, particularly in light of intense, round-the-clock 
media scrutiny of law enforcement and security operations around the world. 
The commander must therefore choose the best individuals to command and 
supervise those parts of the plan that, in his estimation, have the highest  
priority or carry the greatest risks. Likewise, he must ensure that appropriate 
actions are taken to comply with the law.

60. There is a common assumption that many of the tasks involved in mili-
tary law enforcement operations are best performed by military police.  
Regrettably, specialist resources – including tactical commanders with ap-
propriate experience – will always be in short supply. This constraint will 
need to be incorporated into the plan and managed through alternate COAs  
or appropriate sequencing. Nevertheless, trained military police can play 
a decisive role in ensuring that suspects arrested or detained by troops are 
properly managed through the military process until they can be handed 
over to the appropriate civil authorities. The commander and his staff must  
therefore take particular care to identify and prioritize these points.

The decision-making process or manual should therefore provide guidance on:

 • allocating commanders, troops and specialist assets to priority tasks  
to reduce the risk of harm to both the general public and troops

 • linking the selection of COAs to the appropriate allocation of forces and 
assets so as to minimize the degree of force needed to achieve success.
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iv. DEPLOYMENT

61. When developing the deployment plan, staff should bear in mind that the 
aims of a military security operation are to reduce or de-escalate the situation, 
restrict offending behaviours and limit the overall risk to the community. They 
should be mindful of how the public might perceive, and respond to, a mili-
tary deployment and identify the risks associated with that response. For in-
stance, the arrival of heavily equipped, uniformed troops with riot gear might 
lead demonstrators to expect violence – and resort to violence themselves. 
Commanders and staff must use a range of means to prepare the operational 
environment, such as warning the public of an upcoming military deploy-
ment and explaining what role the forces will play. This should form part of a 
broader communication strategy, including commander engagement with key 
leaders (with the support of the civil authority where necessary) and influence 
operations designed to cushion the shock of military deployment. Perception 
management is key to mission success, not least because it helps to foster 
support for (or at least avoid resentment towards) military forces among 
the community they are deployed to protect. The commander and his staff 
should aim to integrate both their deployment and their communication with 
that of other law enforcement agencies operating in the same area, ensuring  
the agencies are consulted and thoroughly briefed on potential deployment 
options in the planning phase. In return, these agencies can advise on risks 
and play an important part in outreach and influence to prepare the com-
munity ahead of deployment.

The decision-making process or manual should therefore provide guidance on:

 • engaging with the community, wherever possible, to explain why  
the military is being deployed and to ensure that such deployment  
does not further escalate the situation

 • using influence operations to manage perceptions and de-escalate 
potential tensions when military forces are deployed

 • briefing law enforcement agencies, in	situ, on the deployment of military 
forces, command authorities and military ROE.
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v. FIRES

62. The use of all fires (direct and indirect kinetic fires, as well as influence 
operations) must be guided by the principle of graduated response. Appro-
priate consideration of the means and methods available can support the 
commander’s intent and serve to de-escalate or minimize the need to use 
force. In any event, military forces must comply with the legal rules on the  
use of firearms or other potentially lethal force, as enshrined in the BPUFF,  
in all circumstances:

Law enforcement officials shall not use firearms against persons except 
in self-defence or defence of others against the imminent threat of death 
or serious injury, to prevent the perpetration of a particularly serious 
crime involving grave threat to life, to arrest a person presenting such  
a danger and resisting their authority, or to prevent his escape, and only 
when less extreme means are insufficient to achieve these objectives.20

63. Psychological operations, electronic warfare techniques and other in-
fluence operations will be governed by the relevant provisions of IHRL and 
domestic law. The use of these techniques should be considered within the 
overall intention of ensuring that the rights of individuals are protected and 
the rule of law is upheld. In addition, given that the aim of security operations 
is to reduce offending behaviours, commanders will need to anticipate the 
overall effect of these operations on the population and decide whether they 
would escalate or de-escalate the situation.

64. Forces should consider giving clear warnings of their intent to deploy fires 
before doing so. Such warnings will give suspected offenders an opportunity  
to stop the offending behaviour and allow bystanders to take evasive action. 
This is a requirement for individual law enforcement officials who intend  
to use force or firearms.21 As well as supporting effective action, warnings  
can help to de-escalate situations, avoid misinterpretation and misunder-
standings, and maintain relations with the general public. They should there-
fore be considered best practice and factored into planning. Alignment with 
other agencies will be important here.

20 BPUFF Principle 9.
21 BPUFF Principle 10.
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The decision-making process or manual should therefore stress the import-
ance of:

 • establishing clear guidance on the use of all fires in security operations  
to ensure compliance with the law

 • consulting legal and law enforcement advisers on the use of electronic 
warfare and other specialized military fires, to ensure their use is legally 
compliant and will not escalate offending behaviours

 • issuing warnings on the potential use of force or other fires as  
the situation dictates.

vi. RULES OF ENGAGEMENT

65. As mentioned previously, ROE must at the very least encapsulate the legal 
obligations that apply in the prevailing circumstances. For military and policy 
reasons, they may be much more restrictive than the law requires – especially 
if military forces are carrying out security operations in a situation where the 
LOAC also applies, but where the commander can clearly separate the security 
task from the combat task.

66. In the law enforcement paradigm, commanders must ensure that force  
is only used in a manner that de-escalates threats to life and property, while 
at the same time protecting the rights of suspected offenders and by standers 
alike. Graduated force techniques (a series of escalation steps in the applica-
tion of force) should be widely used in security operations, as the most effect-
ive way to restrict the use of force to the absolute min  imum necessary. 
Commanders can encapsulate this approach in ROE and emphasize it during 
pre-deployment training. Techniques for training judgement may be particu-
larly useful here. Importantly, however, graduated force does not preclude the 
use of lethal force as a last resort.

67. The commander and his staff will often negotiate ROE with the super-
ior military commander and, in a law enforcement operation, with the civil  
authority. The agreed ROE should give the commander sufficient latitude in 
the use of force to achieve his mission within the confines of the law, but 
no more. Senior commanders may also have to distil ROE received from their  
superiors into task-specific (often more restrictive) ROE for their own subor-
dinates. In such cases, the commander retains authority on a particular rule 
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and subordinates must request authorization from him on a case-by-case  
basis. The commander can use this technique to shape the graduated use  
of force. When operating alongside or in close proximity to law enforcement 
agencies, the commander and his staff should understand the differences  
between military ROE and equivalent police guidance and, wherever neces-
sary, explain these differences to subordinates, police and other security 
agencies to avoid confusion.

The decision-making process or manual should therefore provide guidance on:

 • the levels of authority and procedures for negotiating (with superiors)  
or distilling (for subordinates) legally compliant ROE

 • the importance of the graduated use of force in security operations,  
and the role of ROE in shaping this approach

 • the process by which legal/police advisers and operations/planning staff 
jointly develop ROE/RUF

 • the process by which ROE are refined, and where necessary restricted, to 
ensure that they comply with the law before being issued to subordinates

 • the tasking of appropriately trained officers for these purposes as part  
of the development of COA

 • the process by which the commander personally approves ROE when 
selecting his COA

 • the process by which ROE are communicated to subordinate units,  
along with training in judgement and other appropriate training to ensure 
the units are able to apply the ROE in practice

 • the need to understand, and where necessary explain to subordinates,  
the equivalent police RUF (or similar).

vii. WAR-GAMING

68. The advantages and disadvantages of COAs should be considered against 
appropriate metrics to ensure that they adequately reflect the direction given 
by the commander after mission analysis. If time permits, the COAs can be 
war-gamed, one by one, to help decide which one should be adopted. When 
analysing COAs, staff should look not only at individual elements of the plan 
but also at the plan’s effects as a whole, testing them for legality, propor -
tionality and necessity from the population’s perspective. For in  stance,  
deploying a single vehicle or setting up one pedestrian checkpoint may be  
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legal, necessary and proportionate in terms of the extent to which it in-
fringes individual rights. Conversely, establishing multiple checkpoints 
might fail the proportionality test because it would excessively restrict  
people’s movement – and therefore their ability to go about their everyday 
business, to work and to sustain their livelihoods.

69. The war-gaming process should also explore potential responses to the 
planned action, in order to assess whether or not the operations as planned 
will actually reduce the threat to the general public. In this sense, war-gaming 
can offer useful opportunities to test the overall effectiveness and benefits  
of the plan.

70. Likewise, war-gaming is an opportunity to explain the plan to civil  
authorities and law enforcement and other agencies operating in the same 
areas or nearby, to gain from their experience, and to test the identified  
command and control procedures. It is an especially useful way to clarify  
procedures for the authorization of the use of force, as well as to test the  
end-to-end integrity of arrest, detention and detainee processing plans.

The decision-making process or manual should therefore emphasize:

 • the overall value of war-gaming in law enforcement scenarios

 • the importance of using war-gaming to test the proposed chain 
of command between security forces and, where appropriate, civil 
authorities (and, in particular, to harmonize the command measures 
relating to the use of force)

 • the need for all war-gaming exercises to consider the humanitarian 
impact of each COA as a matter of course, in order to inform  
the commander’s final decision

 • the importance of the legality, necessity, proportionality and 
accountability tests in law enforcement operations, at both the tactical 
and operational levels

 • the value in using war-gaming techniques to assess the robustness  
of operations involving both military and law enforcement agencies  
(and in which both have an important part to play in protecting the rights 
of suspected offenders and the general public).
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E. THE COMMANDER’S DECISION

71. In both the LOAC and law enforcement paradigms, the commander is 
ultimately responsible for choosing the COA and tasking subordinates. He is 
personally liable for the execution of the mission, throughout all its phases, as 
well as for the legality of the plan he selects and the orders he issues.

72. As explained earlier in this guide, there are many reasons why the mili-
tary may be deployed to carry out security operations. Given the sheer  
range of possible scenarios, the commander should be able to obtain legal  
advice when selecting his COAs to check that his decisions comply with the 
law. He should also maintain an active dialogue with the civil authority to  
ensure that he is meeting their intent and seek police advice to confirm that he 
has correctly interpreted the legal framework and to gauge the effect of his 
action on offending behaviours.

The decision-making process or manual should therefore provide guidance on:

 • the availability of legal advisers at different levels (number, access to  
the commander, distribution by type of task rather than number of people)

 • the process by which the commander can consult legal advisers when 
legal expertise is not available within his own staff

 • the availability of suitably experienced police advisers to advise 
commanders on COA selection.

i. COA SELECTION

73. By the end of the planning process, the commander should have the  
information to decide on the COA. The commander’s task is to select, from  
the available options, the COA that in his view represents the most efficient 
way to fulfil his mission in accordance with the law. Where two or more  
equally efficient COAs are available, he should opt for the one that poses the 
least risk to life (offenders and bystanders) and property. The commander 
must therefore be presented with potential COAs that are legal and come with 
risk and proportionality assessments (derived from the planning process or 
from war-gaming). He will also need to ensure that the level of force he is au-
thorizing is consistent with the ROE delegated to him by his higher command 
and sufficiently constrained so as to remain within the confines of the law.
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The products of the planning process must therefore include:

 • a clear assessment of the risks associated with each COA, so that  
the commander can weigh up the options according to their humanitarian 
impact (on all parties, including own forces, offenders and  
the non-offending population)

 • the assessed impact of each COA on the situation (i.e. the degree to which 
it is likely to escalate or de-escalate the situation)

 • an analysis of the ROE received from the superior level and distilled  
for subordinate units according to their specific tasks.

ii. SCHEME OF MANOEUVRE

74. Once the commander has selected his preferred COA, staff will draft  
a scheme of manoeuvre (SOM) using all the products of the planning process. 
The SOM states the what, where, when and how a command will achieve its 
purpose in relation to the opponent or suspected offenders. It gives subor-
dinates a picture of their role in the operation and the outcome they are to 
achieve.

75. Security operations sometimes require a military force to be reorgan-
ized, often into more decentralized structures. The SOM will need to capture 
these organizational changes, as well as any changes in command structures  
necessary to maintain adequate supervision and control over the operation. In 
particular, it must specify how the commander will exercise control over those 
locations where, in his analysis, the potential for individual rights violations 
is greatest (such as the point of detention or places of temporary detention).

76. As stated previously, the commander is responsible for compliance with 
the law throughout the execution phase. He must therefore choose his COA 
accordingly. The plan must include control mechanisms that allow him to  
supervise troop conduct, even where the force is reorganized into more decen-
tralized structures. Appropriate records must be kept whenever force is used in 
a military security operation.
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The decision-making process or manual should therefore:

 • include guidance on the risks and advantages of alternative organizational 
structures in military security operations

 • emphasize the importance effective reporting, including on the use  
of force.
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PART 2 – MILITARY OPERATION 
ORDERS FOR SECURITY 
OPERATIONS

A. INTRODUCTION

77. An operation order, or OPORD, should contain the minimum detail neces-
sary for the commanders of subordinate formations and units to act purpose-
fully, to issue their own orders and to ensure coordination. The application of 
the law should not be formulated as a separate element or supplement to the 
basic elements of the operation order. The integration of legal aspects into the 
orders must stem logically from consideration of those aspects at every step 
of the decision-making process. The orders must clearly convey to subordin-
ates any potentially significant risks to the population or other humanitarian 
concerns, as identified during staff work and in the decision-making process. 
At the operational level, the specific operation order may be supplemented 
by a more general force instructions document, or other relevant national 
documentation giving overall guidance for the entire deployment. The com-
ments in this section refer to operation orders, but the issues raised may  
be addressed in operation orders, the force instructions document or any  
other relevant direction that has the same authority as orders.

B. SITUATION

78. General: The situation paragraph gives subordinate commanders a com-
mon understanding of the current and projected situation and, in doing so, 
sets the operational context – including the higher commanders’ intent – for 
the orders that follow. The general situation should allow subordinate com-
manders to understand both the legal frameworks in which they are operating 
(expressed in appropriate terms for the target audience) and the necessity 
of their mission. This explanation will need to be formulated in such a way 
that they understand the concept of necessity in the context of the law en-
forcement paradigm. But it must also be intelligible to individuals trained pri-
marily to understand necessity in its military sense. The paragraph may need  
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to clarify the military’s role in support of civil authorities or law enforcement 
agencies. It should also identify the potential humanitarian concerns that may 
arise during, or as a result of, the execution of the mission.

The procedure or manual detailing the format and content of operation orders 
should therefore provide guidance, in this section, on:

 • the applicable legal frameworks, expressed in language and a level  
of detail appropriate to those receiving the orders, as they apply to all 
personnel (this is particularly important in multinational operations, 
where different force elements may operate under different national 
guidelines)

 • the relationship with civil authorities and law enforcement agencies

 • key areas where precautionary measures must be taken to reduce the risk 
of harm to people or property.

79. Opponents and suspected offenders: There should be no “enemy” para-
graph in the operation order, since there is no enemy in a security context that 
falls below the threshold of armed conflict. Depending on the scenario, it may 
be appropriate to discuss opponents, persons of interest, suspected offenders 
and offending behaviours, or to highlight key risks to the rights and protection 
of the population. The language used in this paragraph must be unambiguous. 
It must not allow for a situation in which subordinates, especially soldiers, 
identify a particular element of the population as “enemy” or “target” figures. 
All elements of the population enjoy the same rights and protections in the 
law enforcement paradigm. This position must be reinforced by the conduct of 
all parties involved in security operations, at all levels. This paragraph should 
specify known behaviours and patterns of offending that need to be countered, 
so that subordinates can prepare and rehearse appropriate techniques, tactics, 
procedures and equipment. This paragraph is also an opportunity for the com-
mander to clarify the legal status of suspected offenders who may be arrested 
and detained during the planned operations (if military forces are authorized 
to do so: see paragraph 55). In particular, subordinates should be aware of the 
protections, standards and procedures they must apply in this context, since 
they differ from those applicable to prisoners of war (a status normally more 
familiar to military forces).
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The procedure or manual detailing the format and content of operation orders 
should therefore provide guidance, in this section, on:
 • the fact that the law enforcement paradigm applicable in security 

operations prohibits the identification of “enemy” elements
 • the importance of identifying and explaining patterns of offending 

behaviour noted during the planning process, along with the risks  
they pose to the population

 • the need to identify suspected offenders’ likely COAs, and their potential 
impact on the humanitarian situation and the wider population

 • the protections to which people who are arrested and detained are entitled.

80. Friendly forces: The main purpose of the friendly forces sub-paragraph 
is to set the context for the commander’s mission. It must assess how cur-
rent friendly forces activity impacts the humanitarian situation on the ground,  
explain the relationships between the various security agencies working in the 
area of operations and, where appropriate, give guidance on these agencies’ 
authorities and mandates. The aim is to provide complete clarity as to each 
agency’s authority to affect the rights of the population in pursuit of the ne-
cessary mission end states. At this stage, the commander may wish to specify 
critical authorities that are granted or denied, such as the authority to arrest 
and detain.

The procedure or manual detailing the format and content of operation orders 
should therefore provide guidance, in this section, on:
 • the civil authorities in charge of the operation and the nature of the 

relationship with law enforcement agencies (supporting/supported 
relationships)

 • the composition and status of individual friendly forces components 
(such as the tasking and mandate of local, national or international law 
enforcement agencies, the authorities granted to each for arrest, detention 
or other duties affecting the rights of the population or individuals,  
and any constraints on those duties)

 • the development of existing law enforcement operations, including 
current and future plans

 • the procedures in place between friendly forces components to ensure  
that rights are protected (details of these procedures may need to be 
included in an annex to the operation order).
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81. Attachments and detachments: IHRL recognizes a commander’s respon-
sibility for both members of the armed forces under his command and other 
security personnel under his control. In other words, the commander is equal-
ly responsible for personnel originally or normally under his command, and 
for personnel attached for a specific task or mission.

The procedure or manual detailing the format and content of operation orders 
should therefore provide guidance, in this section, on:

 • the establishment of appropriate command and control measures  
to ensure the commander is sufficiently aware of the actions taken by  
all his subordinated units

 • early establishment of the new commander’s influence over attached 
units, in particular with regard to his responsibility for ensuring 
compliance with the law

 • immediate briefing of attached units on the applicable legal frameworks 
(this briefing is especially important for units previously involved  
in combat operations and now having to adjust to security operations)

 • immediate briefing of attached units on the humanitarian situation  
in their new area of interest

 • the importance of securing liaison officers or advisers from law 
enforcement units operating in the same area as the military formation, 
to support the flow of information, to explain observed offending 
behaviours, and to facilitate the coordination of appropriate responses.

82. Environment: This section deals with weather, terrain and demographics. 
It should provide subordinates with relevant information on the humanitar-
ian situation in their area of interest, and on how that situation might evolve.  
The expected impact of operations on the environment and the civilian popu-
lation, as well as the population’s likely COAs (such as mass movement), must 
be communicated to subordinate levels.
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The procedure or manual detailing the format and content of operation orders 
should therefore provide guidance, in this section, on:

 • the humanitarian situation (health, food and water supply,  
health-care facilities), the status of support infrastructure (hospitals, 
food storage facilities) and related concerns (including the capacity  
of support infrastructure to cope with additional humanitarian pressures, 
and what assistance military forces may need to provide)

 • the assessed risk, scale, location and direction of population displacement 
in response to security threats

 • the status of internally displaced people who have moved in response  
to armed conflict or other emergencies

 • estimated potential casualties in a situation of violence, and the capacity 
of civil authorities and existing infrastructure to respond

 • the nature of the civil authorities and the importance of working with them

 • the status of any humanitarian organizations working in the area  
of responsibility, and how to communicate with them.

C. MISSION

83. In his orders, the commander states the mission as given to him by  
the civil authority. This paragraph therefore reproduces, word for word, the  
order received from the superior echelon. If the legality of mission (or of any 
specified or implied task) was questioned, the corresponding clarifica tion 
and explanation must be passed on to subordinates to avoid any further  
misunderstanding.

The procedure or manual detailing the format and content of operation orders 
should therefore provide guidance, in this section, on:

 • the process by which subordinates may seek clarification on the legality  
of the mission (or of any of its elements) from the commander issuing  
the orders.
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D. EXECUTION

84. General: The execution paragraph specifies the conduct of operations in 
sufficient detail to allow subordinates to act within a coordinated framework. 
The degree of detail required will depend on the situation and will reflect the 
commander’s judgement of a number of factors including the complexity  
of the operation, his subordinates’ understanding, and the state of training,  
morale and fatigue within his command. Here, the commander must address 
two separate questions: how he intends to achieve his military end state, and 
how he expects to do so with minimal humanitarian impact.

This section of the operation order should therefore clearly address:

 • how the commander assesses his role in achieving his end state within 
the wider law enforcement and security plan, expressed in his intent

 • how the commander assesses anticipated risks (in particular risks to the 
protection of the community), and how he intends to minimize those risks 
(including the role he envisions for his subordinates in risk mitigation)

 • how the commander expects to cooperate and coordinate with  
non-military forces and agencies, and how he expects his subordinates  
to act in this regard.

i. CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS

85. In this paragraph, the commander expresses his choice between the pos-
sible COAs. He addresses three questions: why (her vision of purpose), how 
(the method by which he intends to conduct his chosen COA to accomplish his 
mission), and who (who, in general terms, he assigns to perform the tasks). 
Subordinates should understand what their role in the operation will be and 
what affect they are to achieve. The concept of operations must be expressed 
in terms that leave no ambiguity as to the legality of any task or action.

The procedure or manual detailing the format and content of operation orders 
should therefore provide guidance, in this section, on:

 • the expression, by the commander, of how he intends to achieve  
his mission with minimum risk of humanitarian impact.
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ii. MISSIONS AND TASKS TO SUBORDINATE UNITS

86. The commander must assign a mission or task to the commanders of each 
of his subordinate force elem ents. The mission is a clear, concise statement  
of the task to be achieved by the commander and its purpose. His implied 
tasks, as derived from his mission analysis, should become apparent here, as 
each will need to be assigned to a subordinate. Missions and tasks (specified 
and implied) to subordinate units should be formulated in a way that leaves  
no doubt as their legality. When setting priorities for combat support and 
logistic support elements, the commander should attach sufficient importance 
to those tasks that have a direct bearing on compliance with the law.

The procedure or manual detailing the format and content of operation orders 
should therefore provide guidance, in this section, on:

 • the precise use of doctrinally agreed language to clearly state  
the legitimate missions and tasks of subordinates

 • the identification of subordinate units to perform tasks that will have  
a critical bearing on legal compliance

 • the allocation of clear priorities to combat support and logistic support 
elements, to ensure that sufficient assets are assigned to legal compliance 
tasks (such as the handling and administration of detainees)

 • the process by which subordinates may seek clarification on the legality  
of a received mission (or of any specified or implied task)

 • the duty of a subordinate to obey lawful orders only, and to employ 
exclusively legal means and methods in the execution of those orders.
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iii. COORDINATING INSTRUCTIONS

87. General: Coordinating instructions set out the control measures necessary 
for the execution of the mission. This section of the operation order supple-
ments standing operating procedures and drills, allowing the commander to 
give specific instructions to subordinates not only to orchestrate the oper-
ation, but also to ensure that appropriate behaviours, techniques, tactics and 
procedures are employed. The coordinating instructions should also detail 
measures to avoid or minimize the humanitarian impact risks identified in the 
planning process.

The procedure or manual detailing the format and content of operation orders 
should therefore provide guidance, in this section, on:
 • Timing

 - Scheduled time for appropriate mission-specific training, so troops  
can perform their task(s) within the applicable legal frameworks

 - The timing of elements of the plan designed to de-escalate or reduce 
tensions (if applicable), or to avoid or minimize the risk of harm  
to individuals or damage to property

 • Influence operations
 - Measures to integrate influence operations into the plan to foster 

community understanding of the role of the military in law 
enforcement, with the aim of de-escalating or reducing tensions

 - The integration of military influence operations with existing  
or planned messaging from the civil authority or law enforcement 
agencies, in order not to confuse or destabilize the population
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 • Critical activities
 - The conduct of specific activities identified, in the planning process,  

as carrying additional risks of impacting the population. Examples  
may include:
 • behaviour at checkpoints
 • crowd control and use of crowd control agents
 • search and seizure procedures
 • arrest procedures
 • detention procedures22

 • questioning or interrogation
 • dealing with women, children and other vulnerable groups
 • reporting
 • training and equipment. 

 • Intelligence
 - Intelligence areas of interests and influence and, where applicable,  

an intelligence collection plan
 - Intelligence guidelines that ensure detainees are protected at all times 

from torture and from cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment
 - Questioning procedures that respect the rights of the individual  

and gather evidence in such a way that it is admissible in the relevant 
judicial process

 • Rehearsals
 - Appropriate mission rehearsals to reinforce the applicable rules  

in a given operation
 - Training in judgement, wherever possible, that allows subordinates  

to practise applying the RUF within the law enforcement paradigm

22

22 It is common practice for military forces not to have authority to detain suspects,  
but rather to arrest them and hand them over to law enforcement agencies  
for detention. This may be clear in theory, but it can be difficult to achieve in practice.  
For instance, if military forces arrest someone during a long-range patrol, they may 
have no option but to detain that person for a substantial period of time before 
handover to the appropriate detaining authorities can take place. The military must 
accept this reality and ensure that forces are appropriately prepared  
for such situations.
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iv. RULES OF ENGAGEMENT

88. ROE represent the practical application of the law to the activities of in-
dividuals engaged in military operations. They are the product of a process 
by which legal and policy constraints are balanced against the needs of the 
mission. For that reason, they should be developed jointly by legal, pol icy and 
operational personnel. In practical terms, ROE are the rules by which military 
personnel should operate. They may change from one phase of an operation 
to the next, and in some cases from one military unit to another (for instance,  
a unit tasked with public order management duties might require different 
ROE from another unit conducting checkpoint operations).

ROE play an important part in compliance with the law. All personnel should be 
briefed in detail and trained to apply them. In security operations, ROE should 
make clear that firearms and other potentially lethal force should only be used 
to prevent imminent risk to life. The commander can also use ROE to direct 
his forces to use graduated use of force techniques, and to reserve potentially 
lethal force as a last resort. Drills and rehearsals should be used to reinforce 
key points and to ensure ROE are properly understood and applied at the 
appropriate level. At the same time, soldiers and officers need to be aware that 
their law enforcement colleagues are likely to be operating under a different 
system of controls on the use of force. This should not cause confusion or 
misunderstandings as long as everyone is clear about their chain of command 
and the rules that apply to them.

ROE may form part of the coordinating instructions, appear in an annex to the 
operation order, or be set out in the force instructions document, as appropriate.

The procedure or manual detailing the format and content of operation orders 
should therefore provide guidance, in this section, on:

 • the development of ROE that are adequate to achieve mission success 
within the confines of the law, and no more

 • the need for ROE to be developed by appropriately trained officers

 • the requirement for ROE to be accurately briefed to all personnel as part 
of the orders process

 • the fact that ROE are military orders given by the chain of command and 
must be respected as such, even if different (potentially more convenient) 
rules on the use of force apply to other elements of the security forces

 • the distribution of ROE to subordinates and troops (ROE cards).
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E. LOGISTICS

89. General: A military force transitioning from a combat to a law enforce-
ment role may require different and role-specific equipment and will need to 
adopt different administrative and logistics procedures. An effective logistics 
organization, with personnel who understand their role in the new mission, 
will prove vital to the force’s ability to deliver the commander’s plan.

90. Equipment: Military equipment and weaponry must be distributed (or  
redistributed) and used in accordance with the relevant legal paradigm. Ad d-
itional equipment (such as riot control gear) may be needed to meet the  
specific challenges identified during the planning process. Other equipment 
(such as artillery guns, mortars and heavy machine guns) will be inappro-
priate for law enforcement operations and consideration should be given  
to their withdrawal for the duration of the operation. Conversely, certain 
means and methods that are prohibited under LOAC (such as crowd control 
agents and hollow-point or semi-jacketed rounds) may be appropriate and 
legal in law enforcement contexts. Relevant training will be required when ever 
new equipment is introduced.

The procedure or manual detailing the format and content of operation orders 
should therefore provide guidance, in this section, on:

 • issuing equipment appropriate to the task (such as less-than-lethal 
means of force to troops engaged in internal security and public order 
control operations), and withdrawing inappropriate equipment

 • the fact that crowd control agents (such as tear gas) are permitted  
in law enforcement contexts

 • the necessary logistic preparations for the use of crowd control agents,  
if included in the commander’s plan and ROE

 • the requirement for means to communicate with large numbers of people 
in a public order situation (such as loudspeakers or megaphones).

91. Medical: Even in security operations, there is always a risk of injury  
to military personnel and members of the public. The medical chain must 
therefore be ready to deal with casualties, some of whom may be under arrest.
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The procedure or manual detailing the format and content of operation orders 
should therefore provide guidance, in this section, on:

 • cooperation with volunteers, and with civilian, aid or humanitarian 
agencies, in identifying, collecting and attending to the wounded

 • the means by which wounded suspected offenders can receive medical 
treatment while under arrest

 • when and how wounded suspected offenders can be questioned.

92. Detainee handling. At the tactical level, the operation order should set out 
the responsibilities of tactical units in the arrest and detention of suspected 
offenders (if authorized to do so by the civil authorities under applicable law). 
At the operational level, it will need to address the detailed logistic arrange-
ments for transporting to safety, caring for and adequately holding detainees 
in accordance with the law. For instance, the law may oblige the military to 
hand over custody to civil authorities within a given timeframe, or it may  
require an arraignment hearing to take place within a set period of time. These 
are important precautions against judicial abuse, but they are not routine 
matters for military forces and will need to be specified in detail in the orders. 
Where relevant, the operation order must include an annex on detention  
operations, explaining the procedures and legal issues relating to detention.

The procedure or manual detailing the format and content of operation orders 
should therefore provide guidance, in this section, on:

 • relevant training for personnel who will have direct contact  
with detainees (such as guards and interrogators)

 • the appropriate selection of places of detention (including temporary 
places of detention)

 • the legal rights of detainees

 • proper record-keeping and management as detainees move through  
the detention system

 • procedures for notifying the relatives of detainees.
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F. COMMAND AND SIGNAL

93. General: The commander must discuss every key decision, particularly  
on the use of force, with the civil authority. He must be ready to react to 
changes that could affect the legality, necessity and proportionality of the  
operation. To achieve this, the commander must maintain accurate situ-
ational awareness as relayed to him through effective command and control 
systems and compiled into a clear picture by his staff. It is the commander’s 
respon sibility to have measures in place to identify and suppress violations 
of the law at all times. The commander should be supported by a competent 
legal ad viser, if available at his level. Failing that, he should establish a com-
munication channel with the designated legal adviser at higher level. Prior to 
operations, he must ensure his staff are properly trained to provide him with 
this level of assurance.

94. Command and control: The commander (and his staff) must exer cise 
constant control to ensure that the legal rules, as integrated into the  
decision-making and orders process, are applied throughout execution of 
the mission.

The procedure or manual detailing the format and content of operation orders 
should therefore provide guidance, in this section, on:

 • the personal responsibility of every commander and subordinate  
to comply with the law during the planning, tasking and execution  
of the mission

 • the requirement for operational management procedures that keep  
the commander informed of violations of the law taking place, or likely 
to take place, under his command, in order that such violations can be 
prevented or suppressed

 • the presence of a competent legal adviser (either a lawyer with military 
operational training or an operational officer with a relevant  
legal background) to advise the commander on legal aspects of  
the decision-making process, as well as on control of the execution

 • the need for an appropriate command and control system, to ensure  
that all security forces and agencies operating in the same area are taking 
concerted and consistent action.
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95. Accountability and responsibilities: Military personnel have different  
responsibilities under the LOAC and the law enforcement paradigm.

This section of the operation order should therefore clearly address:

 • the legal responsibilities of individual force members, in particular  
with regard to suppressing and reporting violations and reporting the use 
of force and firearms23

 • the requirement for a prompt, independent and impartial investigation 
of every instance in which State officials use force (specifically firearms); 
victims and/or their next of kin must be involved in such investigations 
and must have the right to remedy and reparation

 • the provision of medical and psychological assistance to people wounded 
or otherwise affected by the operation (including State officials) according 
to their needs, with special consideration given to vulnerable groups such 
as women and children

 • procedures for notifying the relatives of people wounded or otherwise 
affected by the operation

 • responsibilities towards detainees, irrespective of the length  
of their detention.

23

96. Communications and reporting. Aside from its essential operational and 
logistics functions, the communication system must support the flow and 
management of information concerning application of the law.

23 These individual responsibilities are enshrined in CCLEO Art. 8:
 Law enforcement officials shall respect the law and the present Code. They shall 

also, to the best of their capability, prevent and rigorously oppose any violations  
of them.

 Law enforcement officials who have reason to believe that a violation of the 
present Code has occurred or is about to occur shall report the matter to their 
superior authorities and, where necessary, to other appropriate authorities or 
organs vested with reviewing or remedial power.

 They are also enshrined in BPUFF Principle 26:
Obedience to superior orders shall be no defence if law enforcement officials 
knew that an order to use force and firearms resulting in the death or serious 
injury of a person was manifestly unlawful and had a reasonable opportunity  
to refuse to follow it. In any case, responsibility also rests on the superiors  
who gave the unlawful orders.
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The procedure or manual detailing the format and content of operation orders 
should therefore provide guidance, in this section, on:

 • communications between the operational commander, and units  
and personnel responsible for specific legal issues (targeting cell, civil 
affairs/civil-military cooperation cell, legal advisers) so as to enable 
control and possible correction of the application of the law

 • the technical means to achieve effective command and control over 
elements affecting compliance with the law, and in particular the use  
of force, including means to communicate with other elements of  
the security forces present in the area of operations

 • the capacity of the subordinate operational or tactical commanders  
to report on the local humanitarian situation, how it may evolve,  
and any resulting requirements

 • the capacity to effectively warn the population prior to an operation 
(technical means to broadcast warning messages, public information 
materials, loudspeakers, use of the population’s own language in verbal 
and visual communication)

 • the capacity to communicate with the local population to address  
their concerns: personnel (translators/interpreters) and assets (glossary, 
loudspeakers)

 • the requirement to report injuries and damage upward through the chain 
of command

 • the systematic forwarding of information on the identity, status and 
whereabouts of detainees to the appropriate authorities.
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